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Grey seal adaptations

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Read through your Grey Seals: Amazing adaptations
information sheet or ask someone to read it to you

2. Draw a grey seal or print this sheet out

3. Add the adaptations you read about to the grey seal

Keywords:

Adaptation
Special things that

make an animal more
suited to its

environment or ways
an animal changes to
match the world it

lives in
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Species name:

Habitat:

SENSES and MOVEMENT
Sight -

Smell -

Hearing -

Touch -

Movement -

Navigation -

Strengths:

Weaknesses:

FOOD

Favourite food:

How does it find its food?

FUN FACT
From your research (by reading your information sheet, searching the internet,
asking someone or reading a book) make some notes using this sheet to help you.
Extra: Design your own poster, leaflet or infographic about grey seals.

Draw a labelled diagram of a seal here:



Seals are well adapted to the marine
environment. Let's see how...

These aquatic mammals have powerful
sleek bodies for swimming through the
water. They have blubber and thick fur to
keep them warm. Their muscular bodies and
flexible skeleton make them strong and
bendy enough to surf the waves and move
over rocky shores. Their long, telescopic
neck allows them to grab fish underwater.

Incredibly adapted for life at sea, grey seals
can dive to depths of 200m, using oxygen
stored in their blood and muscles. They
search on the sea bed for their preferred
fish - sand eels and dragonets.

Blubber helps seals stay warm in cold sea
conditions. Seal fur is thick and warm. Every
seal loses its entire fur coat over about 3
weeks each year – this is called
ʻmoultingʼ.
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Habitat Adaptations
We are extremely lucky in the Celtic Sea to
routinely see grey seals, a globally rare
seal species only present in the north
Atlantic. The UK is home to a third of the
entire world's population. Despite this
there are still fewer grey seals in the UK
than red squirrels.

Animals that live on land and in the sea
have an 'amphibious' life. Grey seals in the
UK have two homes - one at sea and the
other on coastal habitats: hauled out on
sandy beaches, offshore rocks or hidden
away in secret sea caves. These places are
favourite seal hot spots routinely visited by
seals as they move around the Celtic Sea.
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Grey seals:
Amazing adaptations

Species Name: Grey Seal

Scientific Name: Halichoerus grypus

Habitat: Coastal waters

Food: Fish, sand eels and dragonets.




